
Monday September 9th  
Vocabulary: Who Does it?  
1 agitator (AJ i TAY tur) N. one who excites or stirs up 
2 arbiter (AHR bi tur) N. one who judges disputes 
3 benefactor (BEN uh FAK tur) N. one who gives help 
Grammar: Adjectives 
Choose adjective and the word it modifies in each sentence. Ignore articles. 
1 When I catch the early bus, I have time to see friends before school begins. 
A adjective=early; word modified=bus 
B adjective=early; word modified=catch 
C adjective=school; word modified=begins 
2 We read this story in class. 
A adjective=in; word modified=class 
B adjective=this; word modified=class 
C adjective=this; word modified=story 
 
Tuesday September 10th  
Vocabulary: Who Does it?  
4 cartographer (kahr TAHG ruh fur) N. one who makes maps 
5 lexicographer (LEK si KAHG ruh fur) N. one who writes or compiles dictionaries 
6 malefactor (MAL uh FAK tur) N. one who commits a crime 
Grammar: Adjectives 
Choose adjective and the word it modifies in each sentence. Ignore articles. 
3 The two squirrels chased each other around the tree. 
A adjective=around; word modified=tree 
B adjective=each; word modified=other 
C adjective=two; word modified=squirrels 
4 The American astronaut Neil Armstrong was the first to walk on the moon. 
A adjective=American; word modified=Neil Armstrong 
B adjective=American; word modified=astronaut 
C adjective=astronaut; word modified=American 
 
 
 



Wednesday September 11th  
Vocabulary: Who Does it?  
7 predecessor (PRED i SES ur) N. one who comes before 
8 stenographer (stuh NAHG ruh fur) N. one who transcribes shorthand 
9 successor (suhk SES ur) N. one who comes after 
Grammar: Adjectives 
Choose adjective and the word it modifies in each sentence. Ignore articles. 
5 We waited in line for several hours to buy tickets to the movie. 
F adjective=several; word modified=hours 
G adjective=for; word modified=hours 
H adjective=for; word modified=several 
6 There were twenty applicants for the job of aide at the library. 
A adjective=of; word modified=aide 
B adjective=twenty; word modified=applicants 
C adjective=applicants; word modified=job 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


